ACT-SO of NAACP Montgomery County MD Accomplishments since 2016

1. ACT-SO Montgomery County (MOCO) students were awarded the third most national medals in the 2021 National ACT-SO Competition.
2. ACT-SO MOCO’s architect student is the 2021 National ACT-SO Gold Medalist in Architecture.
3. ACT-SO MOCO’s modern dance student is the 2021 National ACT-SO Gold Medalist in Dance: Modern
4. ACT-SO MOCO’s ballet dance student is the 2021 National ACT-SO Gold Medalist in Ballet.
5. ACT-SO MOCO’s drawing student is the 2021 National ACT-SO Bronze Medalist in Drawing.
6. ACT-SO MOCO’s physic student is the 2021 National ACT-SO Bronze Medalist in Physics.
7. ACT-SO MOCO students have received four national medals in architecture since 2017.
8. ACT-SO MOCO has garnered 26 national medals since 2016.
9. ACT-SO MOCO students were selected for the NAACP Arts and Entertainment Steamage Intensive the last four years. (Steamage not held in 2022). Steamage teaches students to combine advocacy with their interest in academics or the arts. Only 25 students chosen nationally, ACT-SO MOCO has had multiple students each year.
10. ACT-SO MOCO is the only program with multiple students selected for the LANCÔME National Write Her Future Campaign. Write Her Future is a national campaign from LANCÔME to encourage scholarship and college participation of young women.
11. ACT-SO MOCO students selected to perform at the NAACP Image Awards Pre-Show. ACT-SO MOCO is the only program with multiple performers selected to be showcased.
12. Actress Nicey Nash personally complimented the ACT-SO MOCO singer at the NAACP Image Award Pre-Show.
13. ACT-SO MOCO student, Kelvin Dukes, was interviewed by Miles Brown (Jack Johnson) of Black-ish.
14. ACT-SO MOCO students participated in the 10th Anniversary Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial at the Martin Luther King, Jr.
15. ACT-SO MOCO students chosen to participate in the Juneteenth Celebration at the BlackRock Center for the Arts.
16. ACT-SO MOCO students participate in the AAHP (African American Health Plan) Community Day.
17. ACT-SO MOCO student was a student advisory member of Science and Engineering Partnership of Germantown, MD.
18. ACT-SO MOCO students visit National Institute of Health (NIH).
19. ACT-SO MOCO students were student members of AAHP.
20. ACT-SO MOCO students win MOCO’s Got Talent.
21. ACT-SO MOCO students participate in Burtonsville Day Parade
22. ACT-SO MOCO student participated in All-State Thespians (Maryland)
23. ACT-SO MOCO students participate in the Scholastic Art & Writing Competition
24. ACT-SO MOCO student featured on Fox Good Day DC.
25. ACT-SO MOCO students participate in NIH Summer Internships in Biomedical Research for High School Students.
26. ACT-SO MOCO students have been awarded National ACT-SO Visual Arts medals the last three years in a row.
27. ACT-SO MOCO students won two national medals in dance in 2021.
28. ACT-SO MOCO student wins a POSSE Scholarship 2021.
29. ACT-SO MOCO students are Meyerhoff Scholar at UMBC and Karsh Stem Scholar at Howard University. Both programs encourage STEM students to pursue PhD in STEM.
30. ACT-SO MOCO student in Rising Star Competition sponsored by Maryland Parks and Planning Commission.
31. ACT-SO MOCO students featured in Google/NAACP commercial that debuted at the Grammy Awards. ACT-SO MOCO is the only program featuring multiple students.
32. ACT-SO MOCO students participated in Wheaton Arts Parade.
33. ACT-SO MOCO students participate in the Living Legends at BlackRock Center for the Arts.
34. ACT-SO MOCO students participated and won in Omega Talent Hunt.
35. ACT-SO MOCO student participate in Wonderama Concert Series.
36. ACT-SO MOCO student win the YoungArts Competition (National YoungArts Foundation).
37. ACT-SO MOCO students participate in the American Minority Veterans Research Project.
38. ACT-SO MOCO students participate in Annual Poetry Read-In at BlackRock Center for the Arts, Germantown, MD.
39. ACT-SO MOCO students participate in Monumental Women of the Arts Showcase.
40. ACT-SO MOCO students receive recognition and certificates from the Montgomery County Council.
41. ACT-SO Alum in a PhD biomedical engineering at Columbia University as a Presidential Fellow Scholar.
42. ACT-SO Alum in a master’s in data science program at Columbia University on a Graduate Education for Minorities (GEM) full fellowship.
43. ACT-SO Alum in META (Facebook) commercial The Tiger and Buffalo.
44. ACT-SO Alum conducting neurological research at Haverford College.
45. ACT-SO Alum conducting research with University of Maryland and Morgan State
46. ACT-SO Alum is a Tony Award Nominee for best actor in a musical MJ: The Musical.